DaVinci Spas Design Form
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The purpose of this form is to help you select the basic design characteristics of your spa. You may then email this form
to us, and we will use this information to give you a preliminary cost estimate. Along with the general design parameters
listed in this form, you may include other design requirements; photos, drawings, etc. in the email message. Most of the
fields in the form have drop-down boxes from which you may select the correct option.

Material Type:

[Stainless Steel is more durable. Copper darkens quickly and is more expensive.]

Spa Type:

[Hot tubs are the most common type of spa we fabricate.]

Spa Shape:

[Rectangular spas are the most common shape.]

Spa Size Section: For hot tubs, the most common interest is how many adults can comfortable fit in the spa. Here are
some suggestions:
Rectangular hot tub: 4 to 5 person= 78in by 72in, 6 to 8 person= 96in by 84in, 8 to 10 person= 108in by 84in
Round hot tub: 5 to 6 person= 84in by 84in, 6 to 7 person= 90in by 90in.
Note: When entering dimensions of a Round or Irregular shaped spa, imagine a rectangular boundary that would
encompass the shape, and enter those dimensions in the fields below.
Spa Length (in):

[This is the overall outside dimension. Please enter the dimension in inches.]

Spa Width (in):

[This is the overall outside dimension. Please enter the dimension in inches.]

Spa Depth (in):

[Hot tubs are typically between 36 and 42 inches deep. Swim spas at least 48.]

Note: The inside dimensions of the spa will be about 10 inches smaller than the overall outside dimensions.

Spa Installation Style:

[Flush deck is the most common option.]

Note: Flush deck means that a deck will be build all around the spa more or less flush with the top of the spa, or that the spa will be lowered into a
“pit”. Above deck means that the spa will require a full-height skirting all around. Partially below means that there will be a partial-height skirt all
around the spa. (Adding a skirt all around the spa increases the cost. Also where a full-height skirt is required, removable access panels will need to
be added to the design.)

Infinity/ Waterfall Edge:
Min. Outside Temperature (F):
Automatic Spa Cover:
Date spa must be delivered:
Delivery zip code:

[While beautiful, adding an infinity or waterfall edge to the design impacts the cost.]
[We use this information to determine the approximate heater requirements.]
[An automatic, motorized cover will typically add at least $12,000 to the spa cost.]
[We recommend beginning preliminary design work at least 12 weeks before this date.]
[We use this to determine approximate shipping cost. If outside USA, specify city and country.]

Please email this completed form to info@davincispas.com, or to a previous email contact you already have.

